
 When custom building a wood fence, there are many options 
available to you.  First you may choose generally from two types of wood.  
Currently we are using either treated southern yellow pine or untreated 
western red cedar.   
 The wood  offered by Allegheny Fence is typically of better quality 
than you can purchase from the home stores.   Also, when custom building a 
fence, you have more flexibility than you do with pre-built panels.  The 
panels are unable to follow the contour of the landscape that is so often seen 
in our area. 
 Construction begins with all posts (typically 4x4) being set in solid 
concrete footers.  The rails (typically 2x4) are then attached, followed by 
each individual picket.  This process allows flexibility for landscape changes.  
 The southern yellow pine is treated  
with the ACQ process to resist decay from 
insects.  Water repellent can be applied 
periodically to treat your fence to keep it  
looking its best.    
 The western red cedar is not treated 
for insects or water.  It is, however, naturally 
resistant to decay.  When building a cedar 

fence, we recommend using “treated” posts to 
provided the extra decay protection as the posts         
are in the ground.   
 Both types of material can be used to 
build a variety of fence styles, from 3’ high 
picket to 6’ high solid or board on board to 
custom specifications requested by our 
customers.  Accessories are available that 

include post finials and a variety of gate hardware.  We can also cut the tops 
of the fence pickets and posts into gothic, french gothic, colonial, dog ear  or 
flat designs.  A scalloped fence is also popular. 

  
     Also available are post 
and rail fences, 
constructed using locust 
posts and hemlock rails, 
white or red cedar.  These types of wood also have natural properties that are resistant to 
decay.  Post and rail fences can also be constructed using treated material.  This style of fence 
can be used decoratively, or as a barrier with attached welded or chain link fence wire. 
 For those who like something less traditional, we also have access, via special order, 
to high end decorative panels.  These styles are sure to add unique style to your property. 
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Allegheny Fence  
4301 Irvine Street 

Pittsburgh, PA  15207 
412-421-6005 

412-421-1734 (fax) 
www.alleghenyfence.com 
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